
FOUNDATION REPAIR

Built on a
Firm Foundation
Over 100 years of affordable foundation solutions

Get A Free Estimate

800.405.8880



100
YEARS
100,000
CUSTOMERS

Advanced did some repairs to my

home a few years before I

purchased it. The previous owner

really complimented their work and

professionalism. I have since

contacted them for information and

they have been very helpful. I

definitely recommend them for any

foundation repairs. ~ Joe T

   Had a problem with the foundation

and they did a great job. On time,

   good price, great job... Very

knowledgeable. I used them 15

 years ago on a separate house and

    they did a great job back then. They

 were more complete than other

   companies that quoted. Mike S 

 The repairs Advanced      

 provided have been perfect 

going on 10+ years.  Jason E

As a first time home buyer I was a lit
tle nervous when 

I noticed

  some issues inside and 
out thatcould be t

he early onset of

    foundation issu
es. The engineer that arrived 

was extremely

 professional and k
nowledgeable. He walked me through every 

step of the inspec
tion process. Great company that is rated

 one of 

the best in the m
etroplex.  Highly recommend!! ~ Rod M

As a first time home buyer I was alittle nervous when I noticed

  some issues inside and out thatcould be the early onset of

    foundation issues. The engineer that arrived was extremely

 professional and knowledgeable. He walked me through every 

step of the inspection process. Great company that is rated one of 

the best in the metroplex.  Highly recommend!! ~ Rod M

As a first time home buyer I was a little nervous when I noticed

  some issues inside and out that could be the early onset of

    foundation issues. The engineer that arrived was extremely

 professional and knowledgeable. He walked me through every step of 

the inspection process. Great company that is rated one of the best in the 

metroplex.  Highly recommend!! ~ Rod M

  I can’t too highly recommend this company. I had work 
done on my foundation by another company several years 
ago. That work did not resolve the problem, and that 

company did not fix. Advanced was recommended to me by 
mother, who said they were  the best in the business. I 
agree! They were polite, professional, charged reasonable 

It is a daunting prospect to have a
foundation issue; Advanced

Foundation Repair was totally
professional. The company

representative assessed the
foundation issues we were facing,
the crew came out to make the
repairs, our home is now on a
strong foundation. Totally

professional, clean and thorough.
Great job! ~ Connie A

Advanced did some repairs to my
home a few years before I

purchased it. The previous owner
really complimented their work and

professionalism. I have since
contacted them for information and

they have been very helpful. I
definitely recommend them for any

foundation repairs. ~ Joe T

  I can’t too highly recommend this company. I had work done on my 
foundation by another company several years ago. That work did not resolve 
the problem, and that company did not fix. Advanced was recommended to me 
by mother, who said they were  the best in the business. I agree! They were 
polite, professional, charged reasonable prices, and did excellent work. They 
also have a strong guarantee that is backed by a trust. I can’t imagine why 

I’d use any other company. ~ Gwen B

I contacted advance foundation
repair about my home having

issues. They gave me an
appointment with in a week.

Pricing was extremely affordable 
The adjuster was very helpful and stood by his word that 

the job would be done right and on time. It
took them 7 hours to do the entire

The crew was very professional 

and did a great job! I would 

definitely recommend them to a 

friend and will use them again in 

the future. - Jon H.

Easy to work with. Quick to schedule.
Minimal disruption to our lives during

repair. Marian S.

Good 
customer 
service. 
Kevin T

Did a great job! And 
were VERY

professional!  Steve C

One corner of the house was -7" down!! When they        lifted my house it was like a military exercise, amazing to see. These people in my opinion went  
 above and beyond in terms of quality and finished project. The cheapest guy is not the guy for your home's foundation. This company has my gratitude and appreciation from start to finish for the 
entire project. When they left my yard was clean and everything put back in place. Thank you Advanced           Foundation Repair!! ~ Linda B

One corner of the house was -7" down!! When they        lifted my house it was like a military exercise, amazing to see. These people in my opinion went   above and beyond in terms of quality and finished project. The cheapest guy is not the guy for your home's foundation. This company has my gratitude and appreciation from start to finish for the entire project. When they left my yard was clean and everything put back in place. Thank you Advanced           Foundation Repair!! ~ Linda B

One corner of the house was -7" down!! When they      
  lifted my house it was like a military exercise, 
amazing to see. These people in my opinion went  
 above and beyond in terms of quality and finished 
project. The cheapest guy is not the guy for your 
home's foundation. This company has my gratitude 
and appreciation from start to finish for the 
entire project. When they left my yard was clean and 
everything put back in place. Thank you Advanced    
       Foundation Repair!! ~ Linda B

One corner of the house was -7" down!! When they        lifted 
my house it was like a military exercise, amazing to see. These people 
in my opinion went   above and beyond in terms of quality and finished 
project. The cheapest guy is not the guy for your home's foundation. This 
company has my gratitude and appreciation from start to finish for the 
entire project. When they left my yard was clean and everything put back 
in place. Thank you Advanced           Foundation Repair!! ~ Linda B

 They were polite, 
professional, charged 
reasonable prices, and         
   did excellent work.
                    — Gwen B

Great work, did the job 
fast and right. Answered 
all my questions and did 
great work. ~ Robby E.

They were on time and very 

precise in their knowledge. I        

  definitely recommend them for 

foundation repairs.
  - Clayton A
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We Know Texas Soil
Foundation repair is not limited to old 
houses. Homes built in the 21st Century (with 
extra site preparation) sometimes require 
foundation repair. Severe changes in soil 
moisture can stress any foundation over time. 
And if the underlying soil is expansive clay, 
greater foundation movement may occur.

Our estimators know how Texas soils and the
moisture content of those soils influence your
homes foundation. Our aim is not only to 
correct a foundation problem, but to also 
guide you to prevent future problems. With 
Advanced, you get 100 years of Texas soil 
experience combined with 100 years of 
technical know how.

How We Started
The Meeks family started the company in the 
1890’s, in central Texas. Much has changed 
in the Lone Star State since those days. 
The constantly moving soils here inspired 
engineers and technicians to improve and 
develop new technologies. In the early 1990’s, 
Advanced launched a proprietary system 
called ProLift. Decades later, our six product 
patents and a variety of solutions are uniquely 
applied to each foundation we repair.

Top Rated by Our Customers
Advanced Foundation Repair is consistently top rated at The Better Business Bureau (BBB), Angie’s List, 
Facebook, Google, and Best Pick Reports. We are a multi-year Consumer Choice Awards winner. Our 
commitment is to provide the best service value possible. Consider our thousands of positive reviews and 
100 years of success when you hire us to repair your most valuable asset; your home.

For more than a century, Advanced Foundation 
Repair has tackled the challenges posed by Texas 
soils using the best technology available.

SINCE
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Since 1990, more than 500 foundation repair 
companies have gone out of business in north 
Texas alone. Most of them likely offered the 
“lifetime warranty” customers expect. Over 
270,000 homeowners and 1,000,000 pilings 
or piers were impacted by the failure of 
those companies.

The Life of an Advanced
Foundation Warranty

As one of the few foundation repair companies 
who remain successful, we must be doing 
something right! Our success is why Advanced 
customers enjoy the security of a lasting, 
lifetime warranty.

Our warranty is further secured by The 
Texas Foundation Warranty Trust, which has 
been in operation since 1993. The purpose of 
the trust is to cover the contractor’s warranty 
obligations if the contractor is unable to 
meet its warranty obligations. This is added 
protection for customers.

The Trust is well funded and is irrevocable; 
meaning the money can only be used to fund 
the warranty obligations of the contractors. 
We have been here 100 years and plan to 
stay. However, it is good to know this added 
assurance is there.

The Life of a Foundation 
Repair Company
Most foundation repair companies and their 
“lifetime warranties”  last only 5 years.

Inspect & Measure

Create A Slope Map

Effective Solutions

Our Process
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100,000 Foundation 
Solutions Mapped

Advanced Foundation Repair 
knows what works in Texas. 
Over the years, we mapped 
where each of our patented 
products work best; including 
small neighborhoods. So when 
we recommend a specific 
solution for your home, we do 
so with confidence.

No Guesswork

Our experience and historical 
data tell us that concrete 
pilings are effective in some 
situations. Steel pilings 
run deeper and cost a bit 
more. So if we suggest a 
concrete piling or a steel 
piling, you know where our 
recommendation comes 
from; your data and the 
100,000 customers who 
came before you.

Solving Problems 
With Real Data
The Advanced approach to foundation repair was 
developed and refined by 100 years of experience; including 
input from industry experts and structural engineers. 
We do not provide a repair with a lifetime warranty on a 
guess. We use unique tools to understand the data so we 
know exactly what to repair. We address what we see and 
measure. We do not guess what could happen in the future 
as guessing may create new problems.

When No Action Is Necessary
Our aim is to earn customers for life. Many times, to the 
relief of the homeowner, our complimentary inspections 
determine that no work (No Action) is necessary. Those 
customers requiring a formal letter confirming inspection 
results can obtain one for a small fee. These results are 
based on our comprehensive inspection.

The estimator arrived as scheduled, provided 

a thorough inspection, and to our shock we did 

not need repairs. - Mark J

Inspect & Measure
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Identifying
Foundation
Damage

Evidence of movement
is sometimes found far
from the source.

Cracks may appear in ceilings, 
walls, or around windows.

100 YEARS. 100,000 CUSTOMERS.

Inspect & Measure
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Causes of Foundation Damage

Soil
Though we cannot see it, soil 
(especially expansive clay soil), 
is constantly moving. It expands 
when wet, and contracts when it 
dries out. The endless ebb and flow 
puts great strain on foundations, 
causing them to shift, settle, and 
eventually crack.

Landscaping 
Without an adequate foundation 
watering system, the decorative 
hedges and trees that make your 
home so attractive take moisture 
away from the soil. As trees and 
large plants drink up moisture, they 
dry out the soil under your home 
and cause foundation movement.

Poor Drainage
Too much moisture around
your foundation have an opposite 
effect on the soil and can lead to 
greater foundation movement. 

Seasonal Movement
Spring rains, summer heat, winter 
sleet, ice, and droughts contribute 
to the soil expanding and 
contracting under your foundation.

Under-Slab Leaks
Leaks that occur under a 
foundation most often concentrate 
water in one area, heaving it 
upward and eventually causing 
movement and cracking.

Doors may not 
close properly.

If Repairs Are Not Made 
Once a foundation is damaged, a number of  
related problems will sooner or later start to occur. 
Left unattended, repair costs could include:

• Masonry damage
• Sticking doors
• Sloping Floors
• Cracks in walls, ceilings, floors
• Leaking roof
• Plumbing damage

Foundations are meant to be a stable support for your home. 
Being in the ground, they’re subject to forces of nature.

CALL 800.405.8880 7



Our estimators are trained in proper analysis 
rather than to sell a repair. Using our unique 
Slope Map, your estimator considers slope and 
direction. They then calculate how great the 
changes are across your foundation. It literally 
takes the guesswork out of foundation repair. 
In addition to the best training, we routinely 

calibrate our equipment to assure the best 
possible measurements. Customers often ask 
why a competitor recommended 20 pilings while 
we only proposed 10. The answer is quite simple; 
our analysis is precise. Most competitors fall short 
in this area. They use their experience to “judge” 
what needs to be done.

First, we learn your concerns and note 
symptoms such as cracking walls, crooked 
door opening, leaning brick, foundation 
cracks, drainage, and soil issues. Then we 
measure the outside and inside of your home 
to eliminate guessing from the process. 
Without this information no one can know 
exactly how much work may be needed.
 
We then create your Slope Map to determine 
the precise actions required. Then we combine 
this data with other observations to make an 
accurate determination of what is happening 
or not happening with your foundation. Once 
we have collected that information, we can 
make an educated recommendation. We do 
not guess what could happen in the future as 
guessing may create new problems. 

Is Repair Needed?

Our Unique 
Slope Map

 They were polite, professional, 
charged reasonable prices, and 

did excellent work.
                      — Gwen B

Create a Slope Map
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What Needs Repair?

Advanced Foundation Repair is the only 

way to go! I f you saw my house you would 

never know they were even here.

- Helen C

Small Area 
One corner of this home was repaired with
the ProLift system. This area of repair is
covered by our warranty.

Full Perimeter
This type of repair is rarely necessary. If
needed, our Advanced SLOPE MAP will
clearly show this is required. Ask your
Estimator for more information. This area of
repair is covered by our warranty.

Small Area Repair With
Some Interior Pilings
One corner of this home was repaired with
the ProLift system. Additional ProLift
pilings were added to lift the adjacent interior.
This area of repair is covered by our warranty.

Full Perimeter & Interior
Sometimes a home must be lifted above the
movement of expansive soil. The entire home
is now supported with the ProLift system.
This area of repair is covered by our warranty.

Effective Solutions
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Concrete Pressed 
Piling
Driven to the point of 
refusal. This means it can be 
driven no
further. This is a verified 
step that sets us apart from 
the competition. Ask your 
estimator to explain.

Works great in softer soils 
that are better suited to
concrete pilings.

• Steel Reinforced

• The highest quality 
concrete (5000 psi)
piling available.

• To Refusal

Multi-Wall Steel Piling

Driven to the point of 
refusal. Our multi-wall steel 
pilings can be driven up 
to 10 times deeper than a 
concrete piling.

Works great in stiffer 
soils that are better suited 
to steel pilings.

• Multi-Wall Steel

• Steel Cap & Friction 
Collar

• To Refusal

As pier and beam foundations age, they 
suffer from failed footings, and sagging, 
sloping or buckling floors.

Our experienced pier and beam teams 
inspect above and below the floor. They 
repair/replace/reinforce warped floor joists, 

twisting/cracked/failed or rotten beams, and 
corroded sill plates.

Our specialists also adjust and install 
footings, blocks, and pilings for the long term 
well being of your property.

ProLift
Patented
Foundation
Solutions
Our solutions are 
depth verified.

We drive our pilings the point 
of refusal. This means they 
can be driven no further. This 
is a verified step that sets us 
apart from the competition.

Pier & Beam Repairs

Effective Solutions
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Multi-Wall Cable
Anchored Steel Piling
Our multi-wall steel piling 
product has an added cable 
anchored to the top and 
bottom of each piling. This 
makes each piling a single unit 
that is capable of
resisting uplift.

• Concrete Grout added for 
strength

• To Refusal

• Resists uplift

Bracketed System
The Bracketed Piling System 
is used with our Multi-Wall 
Steel and Multi-Wall Cable 
Anchored Steel pilings. This 
feature speeds up installation 
with the same ProLift 
reliability and warranty as our 
other systems.

Driven to the point of refusal. 
This means it can be driven no 
further into the earth. This is a 
verified step that sets us apart 
from the competition.

Concrete Drilled Piers
In some situations we 
may recommend drilled 
and poured Concrete 
Piers. Our concrete pier 
installation teams have 
decades of experience and 
follow advanced foundation 
guidelines for quality 
installation.

• 5000psi concrete

• Rebar reinforced

• Belled bottom as needed.

Soil Injection is a preventive measure. We 
use a water soluble solution to inhibit the 
soil’s ability to absorb water. So when it 
rains, the soil under the perimeter of your 
home is less able to lift your home.

This process is particularly helpful in areas 
with expansive soil to prevent or reduce the 
future lift of a foundation. The solution
uses non-toxic, water soluble chemicals
(potassium ions and ammonium salts) that 
are injected under your home.

Soil Injection
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Preventative Solutions
You have control over the main causes of foundation problems.

As trees and shrubs grow they consume more and more water 
from the soil. The roots from trees grow under foundations 
in search of moisture. As the moisture is taken away, the soil 
further compacts and can cause a significant drop in the area 
nearest the tree.

Too much water is not a good thing. Excess water may need to 
be routed away from your home. Advanced Foundation Repair 
offers a number of preventive services that give you greater 
control over the future of your foundation 

Ask your estimator about our complimentary information on 
foundation moisture control.

I had work done by another company 
which did not fix the problem. I highly 
recommend Advanced Foundation Repair.
-Adam M

Root Barrier

Area Drain

French Drain
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The company was professional and to the 
point. Enjoyable experience and made home 

owner warranty transfer very easy. 
                      — Steve T

If your foundation problems were 
caused by a plumbing leak, or if you 
need interior pilings, Advanced can 
tunnel under your home to restore 
your plumbing and install Pro-Lift 
pilings from inside the tunnels. 

The other option is by going through your 
foundation and digging holes from inside 
your home. Rooms must be emptied, and in 
some cases you must temporarily vacate the 

building for repairs. Tunneling is the low 
stress alternative. Tunneling can save you the 
headache, inconvenience, and costly damage 
to the flooring in your home.

On your approval we coordinate with our 
partner plumbing company so they can perform 
plumbing tests and repair any plumbing leaks or 
breaks in plumbing.

Plumbing Leaks, Tunnels,
& Interior Pilings

Access Tunnel
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Site Preparation

The first operation will be site preparation. Advanced workers will lay down plywood 
to protect your yard and then we will move plants from the work area as required.

We will break through concrete, or other paved surfaces. Workers will hand dig 
access hole that are three to four feet deep. These holes are about the size of a 
common doormat.

Unless your job requires interior pilings, no access to the inside of your home will be 
required at this time.

Install Pilings or Piers

The next operation begins with the driving of pilings. It will be necessary for us to 
have access to several electrical outlets (3 or 4) during this operation. The outlets need 
to be on separate circuits. Access to the inside of the house is necessary at this time.

The steel or concrete pilings are pressed into the ground at each predetermined 
location and subsequent piling segments (with steel locking pins through the center 
of each concrete piling) are driven to refusal.

A piling cap is then positioned on top of the last pile segment. Concrete blocks are 
then placed between the piling cap and the bottom of the foundation beam. We are 
now ready for the final phase.

Raise Foundation

The next step is raising of the foundation. We raise the low parts of the foundation (in 
the areas where the pilings are installed) to as near their original elevations as possible.

Jacks are placed on top of the pilings. Our experienced technician directs the raising 
while carefully monitoring the reactions of the structure. When raising is complete, 
steel spacers are inserted on concreted blocks to support the building. Interior access 
is required at this time for measurements during the lifting process.

Clean Up

After raising the foundation, the final step is cleanup. Each hole is refilled with soil 
and concreted break-outs are patched. Plants are then replanted and the yard, walks 
and drives are cleaned, raked, swept and washed. The entire process, from start to 
finish, usually takes from one to three days, excluding weekends and holidays.

The Repair Process
Our people have decades of experience to make sure
every job is done right. We use no heavy equipment in 
order to ensure that landscaping is preserved, and clean 
up is environmentally friendly. 
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Other Companies Don’t Compare

Advanced Our Top 
Competitors

Few

Few

Some

500 Companies 
That Closed

Transferable Lifetime Warranty backed  
by Texas Foundation Warranty Trust

100 Years in Business

100,000 Customers

Repairs Using The Data Method

Diagnosis with Detailed Slope Map

Patented ProLift Products

Engineer Reports by Engineers

$1,000,000 of Liability and Vehicle and Worker’s
Compensation and Umbrella Insurance

Professional care of landscaping and
quality site clean up
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FOUNDATION REPAIR

Convenient, Low 
Interest Financing
Often Below $100 Per Month

100 years. 100,000 Customers.
Customers prefer a lifetime warranty on their foundation 
repair; not a warranty that covers the lifetime of their 
foundation repair company.

Dallas / Fort Worth

214.333.0003
Austin / San Antonio

512.291.8600

foundationrepairs.com
sales@foundationrepairs.com

At Advanced Foundation Repair, we understand foundation 
repairs may come at an inconvenient time for your family. 
Our payment options are as simple as check or credit card. 
Plus, our easy financing can often approve you within 15 
minutes with no interest and low interest programs.

• Fast access to the funding you need

• No need to use your savings

• Easy payments, pay off in advance if you wish

A sound foundation is a sound investment. Let our 
experts help you secure the financing necessary to 
protect your most valuable asset.


